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TI1e atomic coordinates of the glucose inhibited, T,
conformer of glycogen phosphorylase a (pa) have been refined by a constrained least-squares-procedure ,.;ith diffractometer data at 2.1
resolution. He report the active site conformation of the refined T structure, and the
conformation changes concomitant with the binding of sub-

X

strate ana;ogs.

Catafysis requires a ternary complex of the active,
R, pa cor/former ,;ith an a (1-+4) linked oligosaccharide
chaill of glycogen, and inorganic phosphate (Pi). Only
binary active site complexes with substrate analogs, viz.
phosphite (P03 2 ) or a-D-1,2 cyclic glucose phosphate
(GCP) can be investigated cyrstallographically by difference Fourier analysis. These reveal significant elements~
of the T+R transition. Glucose bound T pa models the
interaction of the non-reducing end of glYcogen with the
enzyme. Involvement of all hydrogen bonding sites of the
glucose molecule rationalizes the specificity of p~ for
a-D-glucosides. Glucose stabilizes a T conformation in
which it and the active site residues are inaccessible
to solvent. The· Pi binding site is occluded by the salt
bridged (to R568) D283 residue located in a S-turn segment at the molecular surface. Binding of Pi or GCP results in dislocation of this segment and reveals a phosphate binding site containing R568, K573 and H570. The
active site residues are no1v solvent accessible. Nodel
building studies locate the glycogen fragment at a catalytically strategic position in a preferred conformation.

The postulated ternary complex suggests a mechanism
in which glycosidic oxygen is protonated by Pi, assisted
by H570 as acid catalyst. The coenzyme pyridoxal phosphate likely assists in the proton transfer and in the
nucleophilic attack by Pi on the resulting carbonium ion.
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terms of 3 domains. The N-terminal domain comprising
the first 312 residues; the glycogen binding domain
(residues 322-485); and the C-terminal domain (residues
485-841). The overall shape of the subunit is compact
except for 2 loops, the cap (residues 36-45) and the
tower (residues 251-277) which extend into t.loe sym.'lletry
related molecule of the physiologically active dimer.
The molecule contains extensive secondary structure.
In particular at the centre of the C-terminal domain is
a S/a region of 6 parallel strands and 5 a-helices with
identical topology to the nucleotide binding domain of
lactate dehydrogenase and related enzymes. The essential co-factor, pyridoxal phosphate, is linked via a
Schiff base to Lys 679 from the a-E helix of this
domain and is buried in the centre of the molecule.
The conformation for the torsion angle C4.C5.C5' .05' is
trans and is similar to that observed in single crystal
structures of pyridoxal phosphate. The phosphate moiety is stabilized in this buried environment by interactions \•lith the helix dipole of CLE and the E:-amino
group of Lys 567 from the SA strand.
The first 19 residues of phosphorylase b cannot be
loca·ted in the electron density map and-it is assumed
that they are mobile consistent >lith solution studies.
The crystal structure shows that these residues cannot
be involved directly at the allosteric effector site.
NeverLl,.eless it has been sho•:~n by the ;;vork of Graves
et al. on phosphorylase b' (the limited trypsin modifie~enzyme comprising residues 17-841) that theNterminal peptide is important for the heterotropic control properties of phosphorylase £·
Several lines of evidence suggest that while crystals
of phosphorylase b in the presence of IMP are activer
the conformation Of the molecule in the crystal is
close to the T state, v1hich has a lmJ affinity for substrate. Attempts to obtain crystals of the R state are
in progress.
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Glycogen phosphorylase catalyses the first step in glycogen degradation releasing glucose-1-phosphate from
the non-reducing end. Phosphorylase b 1 the form found
in resting muscle, requires AMP or I~IP for activity and
is inhibited by ATP and glucose-6-phosphate.

Extensive metabolite binding studies on glycogen phosphorylase £ in the crystal have been carried out at 3~
resolution. Four important sites have been recognized.

Large single crystals of phosphorylase b 1 gror.v-n in the
presence of the weak activator I~W, are-tetragonal
space group P4J216 with unit cell dimensions a = b
128.5~, c = 115.9A and one subunit (MI·I 97,333) per
asymmetric llilit. The crystal structure has been solved
at- 3~ resolution from an- electron density map ;;·lith
phases calculated from contributions of 4 heavy atom
derivatives (m = 0.64). A molecular model (sc~le 2cm/~)
has been built for almost all the 841 amino acids. The
co-ordinates for 6519 atoms have been refined by the
constrained least squares method of Konnert a~d
Hendrickson.
Data at 2~ resolution are too weak and too radiation
sensitive to record on oscillation photographs ;;vith
conventional X-ray sources. These data have been successfully collected using the intense electron synchrotron source at LURE, Orsay~ An approximate 5-fold improvement in resistance to radiation damage v;as noted.
The resolution of the structure has been extended to
2.5~ by incorporation of L~ese data into the refin~uent.
The current R value from W~e refinement (which is still
in progress) is 0.38 at 2.5~ resolution ;;vith a r.m.s.
deviation from standard bond distances of 0.06~.
A precise description of the molecular structure a;;vaits
completion of the refinement but the fold of this large
molecule is already clear. It can be described in

(i) The catalytic site: This is situated in the interior of the molecule ;;vhere the 3 domains come together and is accessible to solvent through a narrow
cha~nel.
The site is close to the essential co-factor
pyridoxal phosphate. Tne substrate glucose-1-phosphate
and t.loe potent inhibitor glucose-1,2-cyclic phosphate
bind tightly at this site ;;vith no disruption of the
crystal lattice. The results indicate that binding is
determined mos·tly by the glycosyl portion and that the
phosphate binding site is weak in the T state of the
enzyme.
(ii) The allosteric effector site: This is some 32~
ao;.vay from the catalytic site in the N-terminal domain
and at the subunit-subunit interface of the dimer. The
activators AMP I~W and inorganic phosphate and inhibitors ATP, G6P all bind at this locus. The strong
activator A~W and the strong inhibitor G6P tend to disrupt G~e crjstal lattice indicating that both these
metabolites cause conformational changes that are in
conflict ;;vith the crystal lattice forces. In contrast
the weak effectors IMP and ATP bind with no disruption
and no conformational changes. The phosphate moieties
of AMP and G6P occupy bvo different but mutually exclusive sites separated by 2.2£. while the adenine-ribose
portion of A~W fuld the glucose of G6P occupy different
and non-overlapping sites.
(iii) The glycogen binding site: All oligosaccharides
a..TJ.d glycogen analogues studied so far bind to this site
on W'1e surface of the enzyme v;hich is some 30~ from the
1

